Many Point Scout Camp
Counselor In Training

Personal Equipment List

In addition to the Personal Camping Gear List enclosed, A Counselor In Training should also bring:

* Sheets, blankets and pillow - you will need the sleeping bag for overnights, but five weeks in a sleeping bag would not be comfortable.

* Two complete Scout uniforms: two Scout shirts, one pair of long Scout pants (switchback pants are great because they also can be a second pair of shorts), one pair of Scout shorts, Scout belt, 2 pairs of Scout socks, and one neckerchief slide. Any BSA or Many Point T-shirts and white socks can be worn during the day. T-shirts are available for purchase at camp for approximately $12.00 - $15.00. (At least 4 are recommended). A Many Point C.I.T. neckerchief will be given to each C.I.T.

* Two towels for the waterfront and showering.

* Work clothes and gloves. Also lumberjack theme work clothes (jeans, plaid, overalls) for the Frontier program (can use one set for both.)

* One set of casual wear clothes. You will have some time off.

* Laundry soap, quarters ($0.50 for wash, $0.50 for dry,) and knowledge of how to run a washing machine.

* Notebook, pens or pencils.

* Wind-up alarm clock and wrist watch.

* Sandals or crocs. Not required, but when staffing you will be going from water activity to land quite often and footwear is required everywhere except the beaches.

* Bicycle with helmet. Can be used for travel if desired, though not required.

* Backpack. It is stated in the other packing list, but this is a must have.

* Extra spending money.